Motivation: The nematode C. elegans is an ideal model organism in which to investigate the biomolecular mechanisms underlying the connectivity of neurons, because synaptic connections are described in a comprehensive wiring diagram and methods for defining gene expression profiles of individual neurons are now available. Results: Here we present computational techniques linking these two types of information. A systems-based approach (EMBP: Entropy Minimization and Boolean Parsimony) identifies sets of synergistically interacting genes whose joint expression predicts neural connectivity. We introduce an information theoretic measure of the multivariate synergy, a fundamental concept in systems biology, connecting the members of these gene sets. We present and validate our preliminary results based on publicly available information, and demonstrate that their synergy is exceptionally high indicating joint involvement in pathways. Our strategy provides a robust methodology that will yield increasingly more accurate results as more neuron-specific gene expression data emerge. Ultimately, we expect our approach to provide important clues for universal mechanisms of neural interconnectivity.
INTRODUCTION
Nerve cells (neurons) are interconnected by branching pathways forming complex networks. A fundamental connection mechanism between two neurons is the chemical synapse, a junction by which a presynaptic neuron transfers signals, carried by neurotransmitters, to a postsynaptic neuron. Another connection mechanism is the gap junction, or ''electrical synapse,'' by which ions and small molecules pass from one neuron to the other. Chemical synapses have a well-defined directionality, while gap junctions are bidirectional.
The biological mechanisms governing the selection and formation of synaptic pairs of neurons are not yet well understood. Roger Sperry, in his ''chemoaffinity hypothesis,'' (Sperry, 1963) proposed that synaptic partners express particular combinations of molecular determinants acting as chemical ''identification tags'' that define a productive interaction. Although several candidate molecules have been proposed for this task (see Discussion section), it has been difficult to establish their roles with certainty. One way to infer the molecules responsible for synaptic connectivity would be to analyze the single-cell expression patterns of pairs of neurons known to form synapses. The problem with most nervous systems, however, is that maps of wiring connectivity are not available.
The exception to this rule is the nervous system of the nematode C. elegans, which has a simple and well-defined nervous system with only 302 neurons, for which nearly all synaptic connections are described in a comprehensive ''wiring diagram.'' In principle, candidate genes serving as ''synaptic connectivity factors'' for these synapses could be deduced by linking the wiring diagram with the gene expression repertoires of all individual neurons in the network. Until now, most efforts have focused on the interconnectivity of particular neurons only (Miller et al., 1992; Winnier et al., 1999; . However, in our approach, we can now correlate expression data with the entire wiring diagram. Correlation between gene expression and neural connectivity has been previously observed (Kaufman and Ruppin, 2005, personal communication) .
In this paper, we develop computational techniques for this task and test them on actual data. Our aim is not classification, which can be achieved using, e.g., SVM-based computational methodology. Rather, it is biological discovery: we seek to infer modules of genes synergistically interacting with each other, which, as expression data become increasingly accurate, will provide insight into related pathways. Because we infer systems of genes rather than individual genes, this methodology is in accordance with the principles of systems biology, and it has the additional feature that it links two different levels of abstraction: The intercellular level of the network of interconnected neurons, as well as the intracellular level of the biomolecular pathways within the neurons.
Furthermore, we introduce an information theoretic measure of the multivariate synergy (section 3.3) and prove that it is exceptionally high in all our results, indicating that the phenotype of synapse formation is the outcome of the interaction of the gene products, rather than from the effect of their individual contributions. This definition of synergy leads naturally to a decomposition of the gene sets, providing further insight into the nature of the mutual interactions among its members. The online version of this article has been published under an open access model. Users are entitled to use, reproduce, disseminate, or display the open access version of this article for non-commercial purposes provided that: the original authorship is properly and fully attributed; the Journal and Oxford University Press are attributed as the original place of publication with the correct citation details given; if an article is subsequently reproduced or disseminated not in its entirety but only in part or as a derivative work this must be clearly indicated. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org
The two types of input data that we link contain the information about connectivity and gene expression. We use the following notation:
1. We refer to the cells (neurons) using the symbol c i ‚ i ¼ 1‚ 2‚ . . .‚K, where K is the total number of neurons. The topology of the chemical synapses in the wiring diagram is specified by a K · K Adjacency Matrix A, defined so that A ij is 1 if presynaptic c i connects to postsynaptic c j with at least one chemical synapse, and 0 otherwise. In other words, A is the adjacency matrix of the directed graph that depicts the wiring diagram. Each branch of the graph corresponds to an oriented chemical synapse, which is defined by an ordered pair (c i ,c j ) for which A ij ¼ 1. Gap junctions are electrical synapses and their topology is specified by a different K · K Adjacency Matrix B, which is symmetric, because gap junctions are bidirectional.
2. We refer to the genes for which we have expression data using the symbol
where M is the total number of such genes. The genes that are expressed in each neuron are specified by a Gene Expression Matrix E, defined so that E ij is 1 if g i is expressed in c j and 0 otherwise. In other words, E is the gene expression matrix in which each condition corresponds to genes known to be expressed in each neuron. For reasons that we explain below, we assume that the expression data are binary, i.e. the corresponding gene product is either fully present, or absent.
We used connectivity data (Chen et al., 2006) recently updated from an earlier version (White et al., 1986) for K ¼ 280 neurons, resulting in two adjacency matrices, A and B, corresponding to chemical synapses and gap junctions respectively.
We extracted single-cell expression data for the gene expression matrix E from the publicly accessible ''Wormbase'' project (Wormbase, 2006) For each of the 280 neurons listed in the connectivity adjacency matrices, we compiled a limited list of genes that are known to be expressed or not expressed in particular neurons as detected by GFP-tagging or antibody experiments. Because graded expression values are generally not available from these results, we created a binary gene expression matrix in which genes are scored as either ''on'' or ''off.'' Using binary expression values also has the benefit of providing sufficient statistics to create the probabilistic models that we use in this paper, and to lead to convenient Boolean logic functions connecting the expression values.
To acquire a list of genes expressed in each of the 280 neurons in our connectivity matrix, we first mined Wormbase using the ''Expression Pattern'' field entry for every C. elegans gene. Information in the ''Expression field'' about the tissues or cells in which the gene is expressed is further organized into three sub-fields called ''Summary,'' ''Cell'' and ''Cell Group.'' The ''Cell'' field contains the names of individual cells in which the gene is expressed; the ''Cell Group'' field lists the groups of cells or tissues in which the gene is expressed. We made a list of all the ''Cell Group'' entries available in Wormbase and then manually created a ''translation table'' for each ''Cell Group'' entry related to neurons. This translation table contains a list of neurons that correspond to each cell group entry.
Thus, for each gene, we first compiled all the neurons listed in the ''Summary'' and ''Cell'' fields and then augmented this list with the neurons corresponding to each entry in the ''Cell Group'' field using the translation table. Of the total of 3,363 genes for which expression data are available, we estimated a total of 1,567 genes that are expressed within the nervous system. We further pruned this list of genes by ignoring those genes that are expressed in all neurons (as noted in the ''Cell Group''field) since they do not contribute any information for our purposes. A final labor-intensive task consisted of manually correcting the expression patterns of all remaining genes by checking the information in the referenced papers listed in the Wormbase for each gene, and further removing from the list those genes for which expression data were ambiguous. The final list consisted of M ¼ 292 genes.
The 280 · 280 matrices A and B, and the 292 · 280 matrix E are shown at www.ee.columbia.edu/$anastas/ismb2006 and we will maintain that site updating these matrices as we obtain more data in the future.
ENTROPY MINIMIZATION AND BOOLEAN PARSIMONY
Entropy Minimization and Boolean Parsimony (EMBP) is a systems-based computational methodology that we developed, which identifies, directly from gene expression data, modules of genes (as opposed to individual genes) that are jointly and synergistically associated with a particular outcome, in this case synaptic connectivity. Furthermore, the technique provides insight into the underlying biomolecular logic by inferring a logic function connecting the joint expression levels in a gene module with the outcome. We have recently used the same technique to obtain insight into the disease-related biomolecular logic by analyzing sets of microarray data from diseased and healthy tissues (Varadan and Anastassiou, 2006) . We pose two questions, which are answered sequentially:
(a) Given a number n, identify the set of n genes (subset of the set of all M genes corresponding to the rows of matrix E), each of which associated to either the presynaptic or the postsynaptic neuron, whose joint expression pattern predicts the existence of a synapse with minimum uncertainty.
(b) Given the above genes, find the simplest logical rule that connects their expression levels to predict the existence of synapses.
Furthermore, we present an information theoretic analysis of the ''synergy'' among these genes with respect to their joint contribution towards synapse formation, which leads to a quantitative measure of synergy and a determination of a decomposition of the gene sets into synergistic modules.
Coupled with additional biological knowledge and possible genetic experimentation, this information can be useful for inferring pathways related to synaptic connectivity. The joint involvement of the members of the gene sets into pathways is supported by the fact that the synergy among them is found to be positive and significantly large.
Entropy minimization
Addressing the first question, consider the set of all available genes, each of which is counted twice to separately account for its expression in a presynaptic or postsynaptic neuron. Out of this set of size V. Varadan et al. e498 2M, we wish to identify the subset of size n that minimizes the ''uncertainty'' of the existence of a synapse given the gene expression pattern of that subset. It is possible for the optimum subset to contain the same gene twice, which would imply that the formation of a synapse is influenced by its expression in both the pre-synaptic and postsynaptic cell.
We quantify this uncertainty with the information theoretic measure known as conditional entropy, defined as follows (Shannon, 1948) . Each of the subsets of size n has 2 n possible gene expression states. For each expression state S, we count the number N 1 (S) of times that it is associated with a synapse, and the number N 0 (S) of times that it is not associated with a synapse, creating a table with 2 n rows corresponding to the gene expression states, to which we refer as the ''state-count table.'' Each row of the state-count table contains the two counts N 0 and N 1 for the corresponding state. Table 1 shows an example of a state-count table for n ¼ 3.
We then create a probabilistic model in which probabilities are equal to relative frequencies derived from the counts N 0 (S) and N 1 (S), so that the presence of a synapse and the gene expression states are random variables. Specifically, we define:
The former is the probability of state S in a random ordered pair of neurons and the latter is the probability of synapse given state S. If we know the expression state S of a particular ordered pair of neurons, then the uncertainty of determining whether or not a synapse exists from the first neuron to the second neuron is measured by the entropy H(Q(S)), where the function H is defined by HðqÞ ¼ À q log 2 ðqÞ À ð1 À qÞ log 2 ð1 À qÞ.
The average overall uncertainty of determining whether or not a synapse is formed is then measured by the ''conditional entropy'' of the presence of a synapse given the expression state for the gene set:
X PðSÞHðQðSÞÞ where the summation is over all states S with P(S) > 0. The conditional entropy is always a nonnegative number. If it is zero, this implies that the expression state of that subset determines the existence of a synapse with absolute certainty.
More formally, if we use the symbols G 1 , G 2 , . . ., G n for the binary random variables specifying the individual expression states of the n genes defining the joint state S, and the symbol C for the binary random variable specifying the formation of a synapse, then the above conditional entropy is equal to:
where H is the symbol for the entropy of a random variable, same by convention as the one we used before, and I is the symbol for the mutual information (Cover and Thomas, 1991) .
Finally, to ensure that the range of possible values extends from 0 to 1, we normalize the conditional entropy by dividing by H(C), the entropy corresponding to the ''null probability'' Q null of a synapse in a randomly chosen pair of neurons:
CÞ HðCÞ
For simplicity, in the sequel we will often refer to the above normalized conditional entropy as just the ''entropy.''
The last column in Table 1 contains, for each state, the relative frequency of a synapse normalized by dividing by Q null . For chemical synapses, Q null is equal to 0.028 (number of synapses divided by K 2 ). If Q is larger than 0.028, this implies that the expression state contributes favorably towards the creation of a synapse. These evaluations can identify states in which synapses are either overrepresented or underrepresented. For example, in Table 1 , synapses are overrepresented in state 011, because the relative frequency of synapses is more than five times larger than the null relative frequency. In other words, neurons that do not express mig-1 tend to send synapses with increased frequency to neurons that express both unc-8 and glr-1. Another conclusion that we reach from Table 1 is that states 100 and 101 are underrepresented, because, in those states the relative frequencies of synapse are more than six times smaller than the null relative frequency. This means that neurons that express mig-1 tend to not send synapses to neurons that do not express unc-8.
If the entropy evaluation is repeated for every possible subset containing n of the 2M genes, we can then select the one for which the entropy is minimized. The number of these subsets is equal toð 2M
n Þand becomes large for n ! 3, making the exhaustive search method impractical. Therefore, we address this problem using heuristic optimization methods.
We used two different search techniques to determine the minimum entropy gene sets. The first technique starts with a randomly chosen gene set of size n, and iteratively modifies it by replacing one of its genes, chosen at random, with a new gene, also chosen at random from the entire set of 2M genes, such that the entropy is minimized. The process is terminated when the entropy has converged. Local minima are avoided by repeating the iterative algorithm with random initial conditions of the same size and select the gene set that yields the overall lowest entropy. This process is repeated for gene sets of size n + 1, after ensuring that one of the chosen initial conditions contains the best gene set of size n.
To confirm that the solution is a global minimum, we also used simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) to search the space of all gene sets of size n. The ''annealing'' process starts at a high ''temperature'' T, corresponding to a disordered system, and slowly cools. The system becomes more ordered at lower temperatures and ''freezes'' at T ¼ 0. The search starts with a randomly chosen gene set of size n. A randomly chosen gene in the gene set is replaced by another randomly chosen gene from the Computational inference of the molecular logic for synaptic connectivity in C. elegans e499 entire set of 2M genes. If the conditional entropy of the modified gene set is lower than the current gene set, it replaces the current gene set, otherwise, the current gene set is replaced with a probability that is proportional to the temperature at the time (following an exponential cooling scheme) and inversely proportional to the difference between the conditional entropies of the current gene set and the new gene set. Thus, as the temperature falls, ever smaller increases in conditional entropy are accepted, constraining the search only in the local neighborhood of the conditional entropy value. Rather than ranking genes based on a score measuring the genes' individual contributions to synaptic specificity, this entropy minimization is a systems-based approach attempting to identify modules (sets) of genes in terms of their contribution to jointly and synergistically determine synaptic connectivity. Consequently, the optimum found set of n 1 genes will not necessarily be a subset of the optimum found set of n 1 genes if n 1 < n 2 .
Boolean parsimony
Once we have identified the set of genes resulting from entropy minimization, we would like to also infer the ways in which the joint expression levels of these genes determine the resulting phenotype (in our case, synapse formation). We provide two complementary ways of doing this, first (in this section) a technique of determining a simple logic function connecting the individual expression levels, and then (next section) a way to decompose the set into synergistically interacting modules.
The state-count table for the gene set gives us a wealth of information. For example, Table 1 presents the state-count table for the genes that minimize the entropy for n ¼ 3, and we have already observed that it indicates that the formation of a synapse is favored if the presynaptic neuron does not express mig-1, while the postsynaptic neuron expresses both unc-8 and glr-1. For small values of n, as in the examples shown in the paper, we can label the states for which the relative frequencies of synapses is significantly higher than Q null as ''logic 1'' and use Karnaugh map logic design methodology (Mano, 1979) to identify a simple Boolean function describing the logic under which the phenotype is present. For higher values of n we can use sophisticated algorithms to derive the Boolean function (Brayton et al., 1985; Yang and Ciesielski, 2002) . The computational problem can be formulated as deriving the ''most parsimonious Boolean function,'' defined as the one minimizing the total number of times of appearance of logic variables connected by the operators AND, OR and NOT. This logic minimization is desirable so that we clarify the biological role for the genes.
Following conventions of Boolean algebra (Boole, 1854) we represent the operator AND as multiplication and the operator OR as addition. For the operator NOT we use the symbol of prime ( 0 ) following the logic variable. For example, the logic expression ab+a 0 b 0 +ab 0 is equivalent to the more parsimonious a+b 0 .
Synergy
This paper introduces an information theoretic measure of multivariate synergy. Because systems biology is based on a holistic view of biological systems, the concept of synergy lies at the heart of it.
Consider a set of n genes with expression levels G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n and a particular outcome C, which in our case is the formation of a synapse, but it could also be any other phenotype, such as the presence of a particular disease or the differentiation of stem cells into a particular cell type when analyzing expression data of human tissues.
We define the synergy Syn(G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n ;C) of the gene set with respect to the phenotype C, by:
The partition of the gene set that is chosen in the formula above is the one that maximizes the sum of the amounts of mutual information connecting the subsets of that partition with the phenotype, and we will refer to it as the ''synergistic partition'' of the gene setfG 1 ‚G 2 ‚ . . .‚ G n g with respect to the phenotype C. The definition is naturally consistent with the intuitive concept that synergy is the additional amount of contribution for a particular task provided by an integrated ''whole'' compared with what can best be achieved, after breaking the whole into ''parts,'' by the sum of the contributions of these parts. We may wish to divide the above quantity by the entropy H(C), in which case the maximum possible thus normalized synergy will be +1.
For the special case of n ¼ 2, the synergy Syn(G 1 ,G 2 ;C) is equal to IðG 1 ‚ G 2 ; CÞ À ½IðG 1 ‚CÞ þ IðG 2 ‚ CÞ. This measure of bivariate synergy has been previously defined by neuroscience researchers (Gawne and Richmond, 1993; Schneidman et al., 2003) . In that case, remarkably, it happens to be symmetric with respect to the three random variables and equal to the opposite of the mutual information I(G 1 ;G 2 ;C) common to the three variables G 1 ,G 2 ,C (McGill, 1955) . Contrary to the mutual information common to two variables, the mutual information common to three variables is not necessarily a nonnegative quantity, a fact that is often considered ''unfortunate'' by information theorists (Cover and Thomas, 1991, p. 45) . For our purposes, however, this is a fortunate fact, because it allows for strictly positive synergy, as we confirm in our EMBP results, from which we obtain evidence for, and insight into, cooperative participation in biomolecular pathways.
The generalization of the mutual information common to all variables, although elegantly defined in the form of a telescopic sum, has a complicated and not immediately useful physical meaning and cannot be used to properly define the synergy for n > 2. A simpler definition of multivariate synergy in the form of IðG 1 ‚ G 2 ‚ . . .‚G n ; CÞ À P n i¼1 IðG i ; CÞ is not appropriate either, as it fails to consider the various ways by which ''parts'' may cooperatively define the ''whole.''
The concept of synergy can be understood by a simple example: Assume that each of the genes G 1 and G 2 is equally (50% of the time) expressed when C ¼ 1 and C ¼ 0. In that case, it would appear that the two genes are uncorrelated with the phenotype C, because IðG 1 ; CÞ ¼ IðG 2 ; CÞ ¼ 0, and the genes would not be found high up in any typical ''gene ranking'' computational method! However, it is still possible for C to be determined with absolute certainty from the joint state of the two genes, for example when C ¼ 1 if G 1 ¼ G 2 , and C ¼ 0 if G 1 6 ¼ G 2 , in which case IðG 1 ‚G 2 ; CÞ ¼ 1, and the synergy is positive and equal to +1. On the other hand, if G 1 ¼ G 2 ¼ C then the synergy is negative and equal to À1. More
then the multivariate synergy can become even more negative and equal to À(nÀ1).
Since HðCjG 1 ‚G 2 ‚ ...‚ G n Þ ¼ HðCÞ À IðG 1 ‚G 2 ‚ ...‚ G n ;CÞ, EMBP analysis naturally tends to find high-synergy results, although not necessarily the most synergistic ones (we have the option, if we wish, of modifying the objective function so that we maximize the synergy of the gene set).
Positive synergy implies some form of direct or indirect interaction of all the genes, as a system. An additional advantage of our definition of synergy is that we can obtain insight into the structure of potential pathways (complementary to the insight obtained by performing Boolean parsimony) by making iterative use of the ''synergistic partition,'' defined earlier, to generate a hierarchical decomposition of the gene set into smaller modules. In particular, consider a rooted and not necessarily binary tree with n leaves, each of which represents one of the genes. Each node of the tree represents a subset of genes, which contains the genes represented by the leaves of the clade formed by the node. Therefore the root represents the whole gene set. The synergistic partition of the whole gene set, as defined above, can then be represented by the branching of the root, so that the nodes that are neighboring to the root represent the gene subsets defined by the synergistic partition. Some of these nodes may be leaves, representing a single gene. If they are not leaves, then they represent a subset of genes, which has its own synergistic partition, defined and evaluated as above, with respect to the phenotype. This methodology can be repeated for all gene subsets, until the full tree is formed. We refer to this as the tree of synergy of the gene set fG 1 ‚ G 2 ‚ . . .‚G n g with respect to the phenotype C. Each intermediate node of the tree of synergy identifies a gene subset with nonnegative synergy (otherwise our definition of synergy would be contradicted).
The synergy, as defined above, refers to the combined cooperative participation of all n genes. If, for example, the expression of one of these genes is independent of all the other genes including the phenotype, then the synergy of the n-gene set will be zero, even if the set contains synergistic subsets. Therefore, for a thorough synergistic analysis of a gene set, we may wish to also identify the most synergistic subsets of size n À 1‚ n À 2‚ . . . ‚ 2, which may not necessarily appear in the tree of synergy. For n ¼ 3, however, it can be easily proved that the most synergistic subset of size 2, if it has positive synergy, is always defined by an existing clade of the full tree of synergy.
For small sizes of gene sets, synergistic analysis can be done with algorithms that list all the partitions of a particular set of genes. The total number of partitions of a set with n elements is given by the Bell number (Kreher and Stinson, 1999) . As n increases, however, the increased computational complexity makes the problem intractable and in need of heuristic solutions.
RESULTS OF EMBP ANALYSIS
In this section, we apply EMBP analysis using matrices A, B, and E for C. elegans. We ascertain the statistical significance of our results by confirming that the estimated probability that these results would be derived on the basis of pure chance is extremely low. We present the optimum found gene set and the corresponding Boolean logic function for both chemical synapses and gap junctions, using, as an example, a gene set size of n ¼ 4.
Chemical synapses
To validate that our results are biologically meaningful as opposed to being due to pure chance, we performed entropy minimization using both the actual expression matrix, as well as a number (50) of fictitious expression matrices in which the columns were randomly permuted, so that each neuron is randomly assigned the expression profile of a different neuron. In all cases, we consistently used identical predefined values for all parameters, such as the choice of initial conditions, number of experiments for each gene set size, number of iterations in each step, etc. In this way, all results could be meaningfully compared with each other, because the small probability that a global minimum was missed is identical in all experiments. Figure 1 shows the minimum normalized conditional entropies for gene set sizes ranging from 0 to 6. The solid red line is derived from the actual expression matrix, while the blue dotted line shows the average of the 50 experiments with permuted expression matrices. The standard deviations of the entropies found in the latter experiments are indicated by the vertical line segments for each value of n.
It is evident from the figure that the entropy minimization algorithm detected real correlation between gene expression in individual neurons and formation of synapses among them. We also observed that the 50 entropy values derived from the permuted expression matrix consistently fit a normal distribution using any of the Chi-squared, Lillie and Geary tests (Walpole et al., 2002) .
For n ¼ 4 we found the following minimum entropy gene set (entropy ¼ 0. Given the mean and standard deviation of the entropies and the normality of the distribution, we estimated the P-value, defined as Computational inference of the molecular logic for synaptic connectivity in C. elegans e501 the probability of obtaining a minimum entropy of 0.8973 or lower on the basis of pure chance, to be 6 · 10 À275 . Figure 2 shows the corresponding Karnaugh map using ''Gray" binary code for easier derivation of the logic function (Mano, 1979) , highlighting entries with Q/Q null > 2. Each entry contains the values of N 0 , N 1 and Q/Q null (as in a state-count table). The corresponding Boolean function is a 0 cd þ bc 0 following Karnaugh map methodology and treating the zero-count entries as ''don't care'' states.
In words, these findings are formulated as follows: Neurons that do not express unc-18 tend to send synapses at higher frequency than normal to neurons that express both F25B5.2 and unc-8. Furthermore, neurons that express nmr-1 tend to send synapses at higher frequency than normal to neurons that do not express F25B5.2. Figure 3 shows the corresponding tree of synergy, where the root and intermediate nodes of the tree are labeled by the normalized synergies of the corresponding gene sets. The quantities within the box are the amounts of normalized mutual information between each gene subset and the formation of synapse, using compact symbols for convenience. For example, I acd ¼ ðIða‚ c‚d; CÞÞ=ðHðCÞÞ ¼ 0:070. It is instructive to use these numbers to confirm the synergy values at the nodes of the tree. For example, the synergy of the 3-gene set {a, c, d} is evaluated as +0.020, equal to: Figure 1 and we calculated the synergy for the minimum entropy gene sets for n ¼ 4. We also confirmed that the results consistently fit a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation both equal to 0.001. The difference between the actual synergy value of +0.016 and the mean is therefore 15 times the standard deviation, corresponding to an extremely low probability that it is due to pure chance.
Following is a summary of the main properties of the identified genes, three of which (unc-18, nmr-1 and unc-8) are already known to encode synaptic components.
UNC-18 and its vertebrate homologs facilitate synaptic vesicle release and are presynaptically localized (Richmond and Broadie, 2002) . In C. elegans, anti-UNC-18 stains all ventral cord motor neurons, plus additional neurons in the head and tail (GengyoAndo et al., 2003) .
UNC-8, a DEG/ENaC cation-selective channel subunit is expressed in motor neurons, sensory neurons and interneurons adjacent to the nerve ring (Tavernarakis et al., 1997) . In touch neurons, DEG/ENaC channels are believed to function as mechanosensitive transducers (O'Hagan et al., 2005) . UNC-8 has been proposed to perform a related function as a stretch receptor in ventral cord motor neurons (Tavernarakis et al., 1997) . Recent results strengthen our case that UNC-8 is indeed involved in synaptogenesis (Kawano et al., 2005, personal communication) .
nmr-1 encodes an NMDA-type ionotropic glutamate receptor subunit and is expressed in a subset of neurons in the head region including command interneurons that drive motor neuron activity (Francis et al., 2003) . In mammals, NMDA-type receptors modulate excitatory postsynaptic responses to glutamate. This activity can result in prolonged changes in synaptic structure and function (Cull-Candy et al., 2001) . Synaptic plasticity is also sensitive to an EphrinB signal from the presynaptic membrane that promotes association of the EphB and NMDA receptors (Dalva et al., 2000) .
In each of these cases, the implicated proteins are involved in some aspect of synaptic assembly or signaling and thus are plausible candidates having distinct roles in synaptic specificity.
Expression of F25B5.2 appears to be restricted to early embryonic cells of the AB lineage, which later gives rise largely to neurons. F25B5.2 is not expressed in neurons that arise after hatching during larval development (WormBase, 2006) . It is intriguing that F25B5.2 appears to also be implicated, in a different way, in the formation of neuron-specific gap junctions (see next section). This V. Varadan et al. e502 discovery suggests the possibility that the creation of both electrical and chemical synapses may be coordinated by a common molecular mechanism. Indeed, a unified model is also suggested by the finding that the UNC-4 homeodomain transcription factor orchestrates neuron-specific assembly of gap junctions as well as chemical synapses in the larval ventral cord motor circuit (White et al., 1992; Miller and Niemeyer, 1995) . Figure 4 shows the normalized conditional entropies for values of n ranging from 0 to 6 for both the actual and the permuted expression matrices, using methodology identical to that described for chemical synapses. Again, it is evident from the gap of several standard deviations between the average entropy values and the actual entropy values that the entropy minimization algorithm extracted biologically relevant information.
Gap junctions
For n ¼ 4, as was the case for chemical synapses, we affirmed that the conditional entropy values estimated over the 50 random experiments fit a normal distribution, which led to the estimation of the probability of obtaining the minimum found conditional entropy of 0.9010 using the actual E matrix on the basis of pure chance to be 2 · 10 À35 . Specifically, we found the following minimum entropy gene set: a: presynaptic F25B5.2 b: presynaptic unc-6 c: postsynaptic F25B5.2 d: postsynaptic unc-6 Figure 5 shows the corresponding Karnaugh map, where each contains the values of N 0 , N 1 and Q/Q null There are five entries highlighted with bold borders in which the relative frequency of gap junctions is significantly higher than the null frequency. The corresponding Boolean function is:
In words, this finding is formulated as follows: Neurons that express both F25B5.2 and unc-6 tend to form gap junctions at higher frequency than normal with neurons that do not express F25B5.2. Furthermore neurons that express unc-6 tend to form junctions with each other at higher frequency than normal. Figure 6 shows the tree of synergy for this gene set, constructed in an identical manner to the tree of Figure 3 . A symmetric tree (substituting a for c and b for d) is equivalent. Remarkably, the synergy (+0.034) of the whole gene set is particularly high: more than a third of the mutual information (+0.099) between the gene set and the formation of gap junctions is due to the synergy (+0.034) among these four genes. The Boolean functions for the subsets of the intermediate nodes are ab and abc 0 . We validated our results as before confirming that the synergy values for the permuted data fit a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation also both equal to 0.001, making the actual synergy value of +0.034 even more unlikely to be due to pure chance.
Although local gap junction networks are commonly observed in nervous systems, molecular mechanisms that govern the creation Computational inference of the molecular logic for synaptic connectivity in C. elegans e503 of these electrical connections between specific neurons are unknown (Hestrin and Galarreta, 2005) .
unc-6 encodes a guidance cue (Netrin) that regulates axon trajectory and cell migration (Hedgecock et al., 1990) . Originally discovered in C. elegans to steer pioneer axon outgrowth along circumferential tracks, UNC-6/Netrin also performs this function in the axial nerve cords of mammals and insects (Ishii et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 1996; Serafini et al., 1996) . This conserved role is believed to depend on secretion of UNC-6 from selected neurons and ectodermal cells located at the ventral midline (Wadsworth et al., 1995; Kennedy et al., 1994) . Responding neurons express specific UNC-6 membrane receptors, UNC-5 and UNC-40/DCC (Dickson, 2002) . Because UNC-6 action in this mode determines the proximity of potential synaptic partners, it clearly imposes at least an indirect effect on the creation of gap junctions between specific neurons. In addition, as a secreted molecule, UNC-6 can exert this role at some distance from the target cell. In the instance considered here, however, UNC-6 expression in adjacent neuronal processes, in concert with F25B5.2, is strongly correlated with gap junction formation. This finding could be indicative of a potentially new role for this potent signaling molecule.
As noted earlier, F25B5.2 is broadly expressed in the embryo and in precursor cells giving rise to a majority of embryonic neurons. Exclusive expression of F25B5.2 in the embryo is correlated with the observed preferential formation of gap junctions between embryonic neurons that do express F25B5.2 and larval neurons that do not. For example, the command interneurons AVAL and AVAR are generated in the embryo but make gap junctions with VA motor neurons that arise during the first larval stage; both of these neuron classes also express UNC-6 (Wadsworth et al., 1995) .
Although the yet undefined function of the F25B5.2 protein does not inform a molecular model of its mode of action, the observation that neurons expressing F25B5.2 in one developmental period (i.e., embryo) are likely to establish gap junctions with neurons that do not express F25B5.2 at a later developmental stage (i.e. larvae) provides a simple paradigm of how temporal expression of other potential determinants may control synaptic specificity.
The exceptionally high value of synergy among F25B5.2 and UNC-6, combined with the facts that F25B5.2 is expressed in neuronal precursors and that UNC-6 creates a hierarchy of netrin cues in the developing nervous system gives rise to the intriguing speculation that these two molecules somehow interact with each other during development with respect to gap junction formation.
OTHER COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES
In its simplest interpretation, Sperry's chemoaffinity hypothesis may be realized in the form of certain ordered pairs of expressed genes in two neurons responsible for the formation of synaptic interconnections. Although in reality this is too simple to be the case, this assumption can still be useful for a computational technique identifying potential synaptic connectivity factors. In this section, we rank all ordered pairs of genes according to a numerical score defining the ''degree of fitness'' to being such factors. In other words, we identify overrepresented gene pairs in pre-and post-synaptic neurons.
For example, we assume that a particular such ordered pairðg m ‚g n Þof genes expresses heterophilic receptors such that synapses are formed connecting presynaptic neurons expressing gene g m with postsynaptic neurons expressing gene g n . Resulting synapses ''match'' the ordered pairðg m ‚ g n Þ, where we use the term ''A synapse ðc i ‚ c j Þ 'matches' an ordered pair of genesðg m ‚g n Þ'' to indicate that E mi ¼ E nj ¼ 1, i.e., that gene g m is expressed in cell c i and gene g n is expressed in cell c j .
We define the M · Mmatrix:
Note that element W mn of the matrix W:
is the total number of synapses that match a particular ordered pair of genes, ðg m ‚g n Þ where m is not necessarily different from n. The probability P actual , estimated as relative frequency, that a synapse chosen at random will match an ordered pair ðg m ‚ g n Þ of genes is:
The above probability can be calculated for each ordered pair of genes, but cannot be used as a desired numerical score, because it is biased in favor of the overrepresented ordered pairs of genes, even if such pairs are unrelated to synapses. For it to be used as a relevant numerical score, it must be normalized by dividing by another probability, P null of a ''null'' model, calculated after removing all influence related to gene expression of particular genes. For the null model we assume that we only know the number L i of neurons expressing each gene g i :
The probability that a neuron chosen at random expresses gene g i is given by:
Number of neurons expressing g i
Total number of neurons ¼ L i K Thus, according to the null model, the probability that a synapse (or any ordered pair of neurons) chosen at random will match ðg m ‚g n Þ is equal to:
In the above formula, the former term results from the assumption that the events of genes g m and g n being expressed in the first and second neuron, respectively, are nearly independent of each other and therefore we can use the product of the two probabilities. The latter term is derived by using Bayes' rule, as we know that if gene g n is expressed in one neuron, then, among the remaining K À 1 neurons, the number of them expressing the same gene is L n À 1. It is possible to derive precise formulas, and to improve the null model by making use of the knowledge of the number of genes expressed in each neuron, but these improvements will add complexity without significantly improving relevance.
We define the ''log-odds ratio'':
as the numerical score (measured in bits) to rank ordered pairsðg m ‚ g n Þ of potential presynaptic and postsynaptic genes according to the likelihood that they contribute to synapse formation. Using the augmented expression matrix, we can estimate the above LogOdds measure for all the ordered pairs of genes that correspond with the existence of chemical synapses. The gene pairs that achieved the highest score (5.16 bits) with the highest number of connections (12) were (glr-6, rig-5) and (glr-3, rig-5) where the first element in each pair is expressed in a presynaptic cell, while the second element is expressed in a postsynaptic neuron. According to the expression matrix, genes glr-6 and glr-3 are expressed in the same set of neurons, which are RIAL and RIAR, and gene rig-5 is expressed in six neurons, which are RMDDL, RMDDR, RMDL, RMDR, RMDVL, and RMDVR. It turns out that each of the former neurons forms a synapse to each of the latter neurons, accounting for a total of 2 · 6 ¼ 12 synapses. In other words, this is an example (Figure 7 ) of a case in which, without any exception, the pair of genes (e.g., glr-6 and rig-5) determines a chemical synapse, which would suggest that, perhaps in some indirect manner, these genes influence synaptic specificity. Interestingly, rig-5 encodes a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily of Cell Adhesion Molecules (CAMs) which includes candidate synaptic specificity determinants .
Other computational approaches can also be used to infer synaptic connectivity factors. For example, we may wish to address the question: ''Given a particular neuron, what is the gene expression pattern shared by all members of its postsynaptic cluster, defined as the set of its postsynaptic neurons?'' In other words, what is the property that the neuron ''seeks'' in its postsynaptic partner neurons? EMBP analysis can also be used to answer such questions.
DISCUSSION
The computational approach of entropy minimization and Boolean parsimony, presented in this paper, is designed to identify modules of synergistically related genes that are correlated with synapse formation. We believe that our strategy, which is designed to identify groups of proteins that together specify synaptic determinants, embodies the fundamental biological complexity of this key event and is therefore more likely to define the molecular underpinnings of synaptic choice than are approaches that seek single genes with this function.
To detect such modules, it is important that a rich set of genes is included in the input data. Our results are severely limited, however, by the small number of genes (1-2% of the predicted genes) with accurate neuron-specific expression patterns currently available in WormBase. In the future, we expect to overcome this limitation by exploiting new microarray-based methods for obtaining gene expression profiles of specific C. elegans neurons (Fox et al., 2005; Kunitomo et al., 2005; Von Stetina et al., unpublished data) . The cell-type specific expression of genes used in this paper was largely defined by observations of adult animals. As the creation of the nervous system is a dynamic process with active construction underway during both embryonic and larval stages, temporal patterns of gene expression obtained during these critical periods may be especially informative. When utilized with whole genome tiling arrays (Cheng et al., 2005) , microarray profiling offers the additional benefit of detecting differential expression of alternatively spliced transcripts. These data may be particularly important to our goal of identifying authentic synaptic specificity genes as accumulating evidence indicates that alternative splicing may control neural connectivity. For example, in mammals, various isoforms of cadherins as well as DSCAMs and neurexins have been implicated as synaptic connectivity factors (Cline, 2003; Wojtowicz et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2001) .
Despite these limitations, the correlation that we have found between the wiring diagram and the existing expression data is remarkable, as evidenced both by the validation results and by the high levels of observed multivariate synergy (Figures 1-6 ). These results establish that the identified expression of combinations of certain gene sets is correlated with synapse formation, although the cause-and-effect relationship between the two events is still unclear. Potential functions for these molecules in synapse formation can be readily tested in C. elegans by wedding the power of nematode genetics to an emerging suite of GFP-labeled marker proteins for visualizing synapse formation between specific neurons (Nonet, 1999; .
In the future, computational techniques presented here will need to be adjusted to accommodate the substantially increased amount of input data arising from neuron-specific microarray experiments. For example, new more efficient algorithms will be needed to deal with the increased resulting complexity of this analysis. It may also be useful to devise computational approaches in which relative Computational inference of the molecular logic for synaptic connectivity in C. elegans e505 levels of gene expression are considered rather than the simple binary ''on vs. off'' treatment we have employed in this study.
Once the expression matrix becomes sufficiently enriched and the computational methodology is enhanced to address these challenges, we expect to derive more accurate correlations of specific gene clusters and their alternatively spliced transcripts with synaptic connectivity. The molecular logic of the biological pathways suggested by these data can then be experimentally tested in vivo. This approach is expected to identify key genetic mechanisms for regulating synaptic specificity in C. elegans. In turn, the results of our work with this simple model organism should reveal valuable clues for the interconnectivity of neurons in more complex nervous systems in which homologous mechanisms are employed to select synaptic partners.
